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Board m·eets to 
diSCl:JSS 'budget) 
receive reports 
By R.J. STEGMOYER 
Edltor-ln-Chl•f 
The University Board of Trust~es 
met Wednesday; December 15, to 
discuss the budget and outstanding 
student accounts. They also received 
reports from their various standing· 
committees. 
The Board received and authoriz-
ed finalization of the budget for 
1977-78. The Budget Review Com-
mittee hopes to have the· budget· 
completed by Febru1J.ry I, 1977. At 
that time, according to Rev: Francis 
·Brennan, S.J., a : Board ·member, 
some announcements regarding tui-
tion, and room and board, will be 
made, as well as announcements of 
any other bu~getary changes. 
pihng more information on the core 
curriculum, and· indicated its plans 
to continue developing and updating 
the core. This commi.ttee, ·composed 
mainly . of Board members, also 
wished to meet again with faculty 
representatives at either the March 
or May Board meeting. 
The Academic Affairs Committee 
also reviewed university financial aid 
procedures, calling on Mr. Charles 
Pollock, director of fin'ancial aid, as 
a resource person during the discus-
sion. · 
· The Finance Committee reviewed 
last year's audit, and presented their 
findings to the Board .. This review 
showed the university to be in stable 
financial condition, even ·though a 
deficit for the current year is ex-
pected. However, according to Bren-
nan, the university is trying every 
way possible to reduce or eliminate 
this deficit. He added, "This may re-
quire a certain austerity throughout 
the second semester." · 
. .. . .. . . ;· ~ .,, .. :J:'.i°'.. :·· :··_"' ·r·• .·"-:··,~-~~·~:':'"'·· · .. .,_ . :·;;.• .;·.·~·· :. _.-c"; ·"~l~ffPlliito·l(y RICK BE.AGLE 
d snowfalls over the weekend slowed the city,.and closed Xavieton Monday, ·Jan~a;y.10. Cincinnati 
nts,u'!prepared for such minor meteorlogical aberrations slipped and slid to where they had to go, 
It was also noted that the Board 
showed concern about outstand.ing 
student accounts. They urged the ad-
ministration to continue its· new 
policy designed to bring this 
problem under control. This policy· 
was designed by the administration 
in response to previous Board con-
cern about unpaid tuition, 
The .Board also received reports 
from all its standing committees and 
certain key administr;itors. 
Finally, Mr. Michael Conatin, 
Board member, and chairman of the. 
Committee on Student L.ife, made 
known a number of student concerns 
to the Board after rneeting with his 
committee. These concerns included 
parking, and the establishment of 
service oriented fraternities on cam-· 
pus. 
.the city cleared the roads - finally. · · The Committee on Academic Af-
fairs expressed an interest in com-
redi·n sc.holarshi:ps awarded 
·r study. in Paris in 77-78 
By JULIE WADDELL 
>::·~·"·';. · Newa Sl•H Wrtter 
:~):·~:y~~~:::·. . 
· ··h·';~~following Xavier. students 
,,,,.  .,,. ~/\Xtbeen awarded Fredi.n 
· tihips for one year of studies 
·"'~';> France during the year 
Edward C. Ahlers, 
J. Hart, ,James D. Kelly, 
Moran, and Ligia E. Saniz. 
in ·Scholarship Fund, es-
by Aline Fredin in 1964 in 
o(·her parents, provides for 
'inately ~ of the cost of the. 
; participants generally con~ 
1500 of their own money. 
ull time Xavier student is 
to submit an application, 
must be returned by · 
er I. Students must have at 
·or standing by the time they 
n Paris. ·Participants are 
in University. of Paris !lP-
~::p ormitories and eat at these 
l·~(i~., or at other . University-
:.;~~ .,.,,,i,.~ restauran.ts;, ~ ~:eForlone summer and .an academic 
"-ryeif:t,Ji'ey study the French language 
!ind1Julve optional courses in history, · 
,~p'i).'(iJJ~"al science, literature, 
laeojf.phy, demography, and the 
·i "'-"flirts. Although all subjecis are 
'tin French, knowledge of the 
•. "i.mge is not· a prerequisite for 
,!·iP.:li~ation · because intensive 
Jli~~ge study during the summer 
',EfM~} the studentsfor the academic 
,,ye.,.,,... . . 
;!i~;:E~ward Ahlers, an English major, 
J1ppeJ to attend law school after 
. lff8.~uation but· would also like to use 
!O~~:;french language in foreign ser-
f~vi~e;· perhaps in France. Having 
~· ·1-<·~n to Austria, Switzerland, and 
''many on a tour. Ahlers is eager 
to see Holland, England, and 
Belgium during liis stay in Paris. 
"I don't expect to have that much 
. of a problem with the language,'' he 
confided. "If I hear it, I'll pick it up 
okay. It might be hard to adjust·to 
the different atmosphere." 
The most exciting aspect of the 
program, he thinks; will be meeting 
Fredin scholarship to page 2 
·Government.fin·alizing_ 
teacher evaluations, 
book buy back, exchange:· 
By CATHY LYNCH 
0
N9WI S19H Writer 
. Studen~ ~overnment is presently 
mvolved m implementing three ma-
jor projects: Student-Teacher 
Evaluations, Book. Buy Back 
program, and the Book Exchange. 
The finalized. ·version of the 
Student-Teacher evaluations have 
been passed out this week a·nd will be 
passed out during exam week ·in 
every· class where the :Professor has 
given· his permission. The purpose of 
the .evaluations, to be published 
before pre-registration this spring', ·is 
to give students an accurate evalua~ 
. tion of a teacher's effectiveness, for-.' 
mat, and. difficulty. S.tudent Senate 
urges a.II students to fill out .the 
ev~luatfons. seriously• and honestly. 
.luhe O'Donoghue said, "If students' 
don't. take the questions seriously,' 
·the project is worthless - the· 
evaluation~ are for them so they can 
choose the best professor to' meet 
th~ir needs." This projeCI headed by 
this semester .Ian Wissel and Tom 
Brooks will be contin_ued in the 
future and the data collected at the 
end of each semester will provide a 
comprehensive look at teachers and 
their courses. · 
Student Government - is· also in-
volved w·ith the Book BuYlJack, a · ··-
progrnm headed by sophomore Cynthia Fok... Photo by ADAM NroHA 
Karen Kraft. The Student Govern~ · . . . · . . . 
rrtent Financial Board has loaned the P1amst Cynthia Fok performed for Xavier's Piano Serie:> SundwY, 
·program $1.500.00 that will be used January 9 with selections from, .among othe'fs, noted compose; 
to purchase· used books from Ludwig van Beethoven. · 
students during exam week. The Buy 
Back will be located across from the 
Grill and open 9:00-3:00 Monday . 
January 17 thru Friday the 21 or 
until the funds run ·out. 
The books purchased will be sold 
. at the Book Exchange held. during 
Registr~tion. List.s of required texts 
for classes will be posted along with a 
list of available 'books. The books · 
·are sold at a minimum price and· 
guarantee.d to be cheaper than the 
~ookstore. The Book Exchirngewill. 
be located across from the grill. The · 
dates and times for the exchnage 
have no't been finalized. Any one in-. 
tercstcd in helping with the Rook Ex-
.change or the Bciok Buy Back should 
contact Karen Kraft at 451-2015. 
Fraud 
. . . . 
It was made knowri to the Nell'.\' by advertising manager .lack Jeffrc 
. that the LED company advertisement in the December 9 issue of the 
. New.I' (page 2) is a frntid. The company is no longer in business, and 
students sending for the watches will· receive nothing. The ad also 
. appeared in Reader'.\' Di1-re.1·1 and TV Guide: · · 
Calendar Procedures 
. . 
Anyqnc having suggestions concerning potential activities, or 
organizations wishing to reserve dates on the campus activities , 
calenders, should obtain a request form from the information desk. 
Fill the form out properly and deposit it in the Box, located on the 
main bulletin l?.qnrd i_n th~ '!1.~.in loblly of the University Center, Upon 
receipt of your suggestion or date. request an acknowledgment will be 
sent-. via returi1 mail. Organi1.ations submitting requests who have had 
no response within two weeks should contact calendar coordinator 
Mary Newton at 3768. . 
by JOYCE SCHREIBER 
NeWI Slaff Writer 
Anyone interested in joining a weekly bowling league during the se-
cond semester is invited to a meeting to be held in the Hearth Room of 
the University Center on Friday, January 14at 2:30 pm. If you are in-
terested but cannot attend the meeting, or if you have any questions, 
contact Conrad Kolis (745-3230) or Mark Nichwitz (745-3921). To be 
decided at the meeting will be things such as day and cost of bowling. It 
will be a handicapped league, so beginners need not worry. All are in-
vited to participate. 
••• 
Seven members of the Xavier Players Shop Crew were hired to build 
the new Action News set for WL W Television. The crew, Bryan 
Adrick, Chris Chalifoux, Tom Davis, Jim Gubser, Jim Huster, and 
Michael See, under the· direction of Bill Braun, were· selected over 
others from throughout the city who had bid on the project. The set 
was designed by Dennis Hunsicker, the former Resident Designer for 
the Xavier Players. 
••• 
From Thursday, January 13, through Friday, January 21, the· 
Fordham Room, Regis Room, OKI Complex, President'sAlcoveand 
the Terrace Room in the University Center will be available for study 
purposes unless previously reserved for a meeting. Please ask at the In-
formation Desk for a•.-ailable study space. 
. . ... 
For those commuters and dorm residents who wish to have a quiet 
place to study, the residence hall staff will open all available areas to 
study. If you have a special request, please call one of the G .A. 's or 745-
3201. .· .. 
••• 
Cafeteria Cram Breaks consisting 'of coffee, rolls, and cookies will 
take place on the following schedule: 
Sunday, Jari. 16: 9:00-11:00 pm 
Monday, Jan. 17: 8:00-12:00 pm 
Tuesday, Jan. is: 8:00-12:00 pm 
Wednesday, Jan. 19: 8:00-·12:00 pm 
Thursday, Jan. 20: 8:00-11:00 pm 
The Cafeteria will be open after the Cram Break until- 2:45 am for 
. study. The Faculty Dining Room will be open all evening hours for 
quiet study. ·~ 
••• 
The last day of auditions for the Xavier Players' production of 
Moliere's comedy The Learned Ladies will take place today, Fri-
day January 14 at 7:00 pm in the University Center Theatre. The show 
will be directed by Barbara Kay of Edgecliff College. All students are 
invited to audition. · 
•••• 
The Contemporary Dance Theatre will present a. series of perfor-
mances in the University Center Theatre on Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday January 20, 21and22at 8:30 pm. Admission is free to Xavier 
students with the presentation of a student ID. 
Jan. 14: 
Jan. 15: 
Jan. t6: 
Jan .. 17: 
Jan. 18: 
Jan. 19, 20, 21: 
. Jan.·22: 
Jan. 23: 
Jan. 24: 
•••• 
Tuckers: . Sponsored by the Freshman Class 
Women's Basketball: XU vs Mt. St. Joseph, Home, 
7:00 . 
Basketball: Xu vs Ashland, Fieldhouse, 8:00 . 
Art Exhibit, University Center Lobby 
Martin Luther King Day (Not a University holi-
day) Begin Mail Registration, Graduate School. 
Begin· Semester Examinations for Day Un-
dergraduate Colleges .. 
Delta Sigma Pi, Fordham Rm., 6:30 Begin 
Semester Examinations, Graduate School and 
College of Continuing Education 
Exams all divisions · 
Basketball: XU at Marquette 
End First Semester, all divisions 
'"From·.my. Comer" 
'; . . ., .... 
Chi . . . . d ·rn· ' .. It. Many complaints ~ere registered as 
. or1ne comp~t~r·. ~. ·J.C.~ ~es"·!~;~~r~~mr.~~~~;;i~~s~~e ~~~~;~.~ 
fl h d · t h .... "f II · Breuneman said, "As soon as· the us e 0 u • • • ope u y. . boss showed up instead of• beltl!f a 
By RAY LEBOWSKI 
NewallaffWrffer 
.... - block and a half a way in hi!H>ffice"in 
Despite some mechanical 
problems . involving the swimming 
pool, operations at the Fr. Paul · 
O'Connor Sports Center appear to· 
be running smoothly. 
is not reached· until 4.0-5.0 ppm. the University Center, the com-
Hand-testing .. by .. ·pool· employees · plaints dropped way off." Con-
revealed the.problem·whenever it oc- tinuing, he said, "Most of-the bugs 
curred, and the· chlorine was have all been worked out; as is nor-
manually added .until the· problem mal in any new building ... ·:.:. 
was resolved each time .... ' On to happier · Sports :Center 
A professional inspector was on · .doings, at long last, the -otlter sec-
hand to monitor the system daily, tions of the complex are ri'earing 
but..· Breuneman .. wants. to try completion. The three coinbiriillion 
operations without .. the .. inspector handball/ racquetball and one hind-
soon. . . . ball only courts ·are tt~ntatively 
In a. News interview January 6, 
Center director Tony Breuneman 
explained the problems involving 
the autom~tic chlorinating system, 
and released the scheduled opening 
dates for the remainder of the 
building. 
The chlorine computer in the 
Center is an _advanced type _not 
found in most pools, Breuneman 
stated. Such devices-. are custom-
made for every pool and as such are 
occasionally prone to design or in-
stallation error. · 
In this case, nobody is quite sure 
what · went wrong. Some type of 
problem involving a piping elbow 
caused the water pressure flowing 
into the part of the computer to be 
faulty, resulting in improperly low 
readings of the chlorine content of 
the water. As a result, the system was 
causing chlorine concentrations ·of 
as high as 2.0 to 2.5 parts per million · 
(ppm), instead of the desired level of 
0. 7-0.8 ppm. 
The super-chlorination of the pool 
water caused no injuries, Breuneman 
. said. The "danger level" of chlorine 
Who is at fault for the .malfunc- scheduled to open February 7, the 
tioning of . the .. mi.ach~heralded first Monday of the second semester. 
system? The. servicemen .seem to Reservations for. the courts' can be 
-believe the persons who directly ni~~e for one hour, on the h6ur; by 
handled the installation left some · ehg1ble students and Sports· Center 
sealing compound in the computer . card holders. . ' 
or piping, causing an improper water . ·Phase. II of the Center, featuring 
flow. The plumbers say the machine the new gymnasium, is tentatively set 
itself may ·be the culprit. The · for a March I 5 opening. This area 
architects blame the piping as inade- also includes offices and classrooms. 
quate . ·for the installation. And When asked if intramural basketball 
around and around and around she pfay, · whether regular-season or 
goes, and where it all ends. . . championship, would be switched 
Another problem the Center staff from Schmidt Fieldhouse to the 
had to clean up after (quite literally) Sports Center, Breuneman was non-
was definitely i;:aused by the well- commital. He said he has not really 
meaning "consultant/salesman" consulted his staff and intramural 
who tried to backwash the filters of captains as to ·their recommen-
the pool into the'sewage line .. Unfor- dations. 
tunately ... the accumulated garbage But at least the blamed thing is 
(crudola) backwashed right into the fin~lly opening in time for tis poor 1 
pool. This rather messy predicament seniors to get some use out of what 
caused the pool to be closed for a one campus politician called at the 
day. gr~undbreaking "something rf~r 
A third problem occurred at the which the money could have· been 
opening of the Center early this year. put to better use." Wrong again, sir. 
----Fredin scholarship from _page 1----
oth~r people from different parts of 
the 'world and seeing the historic 
spots.· "It's like living history," he.· 
commented happily. 
Kathleen· Hart, an effervescent 
psychology major, is eagerly 
awaiting the trip. "I've always 
wanted to go!" she exclaimed. "I 
always drejlmed - literally dreamed 
- about studying abroad, and I also 
want to go to Switzerland, England, 
Ireland, Germany, and Italy - as 
· many as I can!" : 
For Hart the most exciting part 
will.be the travelling "because I plan 
on doing a lot of it." Although she 
has. never been to Europe, she li~as 
ridden on a plane and apparently was 
not pleased with the flight: "The 
thought of six or eight hours on a 
plane doesn't really delight me too 
much," she noted. 
A French and sociology major, 
James· Kelly is anxious to observe 
the culture firsthand. "I'd like to go 
for sociological reasons as well," he 
reported. "I want to observe the 
stratification of life style, the per-
like to ·be involved in a field in which 
she could travel. "But if I had my 
choice," she remarked, "I'd like. to 
travel and not wqrk!" The thought of 
·meeting and talking to French peo-
ple thrills her. "I'm glad they took 
me!" she said, referring to Fr. 
Thomas Kennealy and his com-
mittee. "I'm really excited about it -
who wouldn't be?" 
The fifth scholarship recipient is 
Ligia Saniz, a native of Bolivia who 
came to the United States in 
September. A French major in her 
junior year, she believes it is impor-
tant to communicate with young 
people all over the world. While in 
France· she would love to visit 
England and Italy because 
"everyone dreams of going to Rome 
once in their lives." 
Like .Kathleen Hart, Saniz is not 
overjoyed at the prospect of. the 
flight across the ocean: "The plane'll 
be the worst part," she moaned. "I 
get car sick, so you can imagine how 
sick I'll be on a plane! But it'll be , ' 
.worth it to go to college in Paris and . 
fa!c French for the first time in ' 
-:, tice." . 
O'Connor scholarship 
deadline date announced 
presenh:d at .the· annual Honors 
. Convocation in May.' ....... . 
Jan. 25, 26,: 27: 
Jan. 28: ; · 
'Registration: Graduate School: 8:30 a.m. to' 5:00 
p.m., 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. C.C.E.: I :30 p.m. to 
. , sonality - everything!" 
Rev. Thomas P. Kennealy, S.J., 
Chairman of the Scholarship Com-
mittee, has announced February 24 
as the deadline date for submission 
of applications for · the Paul L. · 
O'Connor scholarship. 
The applications for. this 
scholarship can only be · 'made 
through academic departments~ with 
the departments wishing to· par-
ticipate nominating candidates '(or 
consideration by the Committee·: " 
Jan. 29: 
Jan. JO: 
Jan. 31: 
Feb. I:. 
Feb. 2: 
l'eb. 3: 
3:30 p.m., 6:30 p.m. ·to 8:30 p.m. · 
Registration: Graduate School: 9:00 a.m.-to 2:00 
p.m., C.C.E.: 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. · . 
Basketball: XU vs. Transylvania, 8:00 Fieldhouse 
Registration: Graduate School: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m., 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. C.C.E.: 1:30 p.m. to 
3:30 p.m., 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Undergraduate 
Day: Local Seniors: 9:00 l:\.m. to 11:30, Local 
Juniors: 1:00 to 3:30 p.m. . 
Registration: Graduate School: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m., 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. C.C.E.: 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 
p.m., 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p;m. Undergraduate Day: 
Local Sophomores 9:00 to 11 :30 a.m., Local 
Freshman 1:00 to 3:)0 p.m. · · 
Instruction begins,' graduate school and College of 
Continuing Education. Registration: Out-of-town 
Undergraduates, 9:00-11:30 a.m.; 1:00-3:30 p.m. 
Instruction begins, Undergraduate Day Colleges, 
8:30 a.m. · 
. "~ l'. /. 
··N··· ·· ~-·. ~IEr.s ·" .. oplrilonotan:iajorit~ofth.eEdltor.la!Boardand ~Y'. ··· .. · ·. :.not necessari.ly repr9!1ent the opinion of the s, 
i. . 'dent body, faculty, or administration of Xavier 
1 • · • University. 
1 . TheNewaispubllshedweeklyduring the school 
,L • year except during vacation and examination 
'-· .. . . . periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, 01110 
The Xavier N.ew• is the oiflciat. stud~nt 45207. Subscriptions are S5.00 per year. The News 
newspaper of Xavier University. The.art!9les, pie- was entered as second class matter October 4. 
tu~es, and format are the respo~s1bility of the 1946, at the Past Ollice of Cincinnati, Ohio under 
ed1t?rs and do not represent the views of the ad- . the Acto of. March 3, 1879. 
m1n1stratlon, faculty, and student body of Xavle.r Lr;tlers submitten to the News for publication 
unless speclllcally siated. All editorialr. reli<'Ct the must carry. signature and odrJi c·ss of writer. 
England and Spain he plans to 
visit; he is even hoping to learn 
Spanish while in Europe .. While 
nothing in particular worries him;he 
is somewhat concerned that he may 
be homesick. This will be his first 
visit to Europe as well as his fil'$t 
plane flight, so Kelly is anticipating 
next year with hope. 
This scholarship, according to 
·Kennealy, is awarded annually to a 
full-time undergraduate day student 
.. in the junior year at Xavier. It covers 
the cost of tuitiori arid general fee for 
the .. recipients senior year, and is 
Mary Moran's reason for studying 
abroad is simple: "I want to learn 
French." A French major, Moran is 
current!)" taking her first French 
course at Xavier, but 'she is in her 
third year of German. Last summer 
·she journeyed to Austria and Ger-
many as a participant in Dr. Albert 
Beigel's Austrian studi~s program, 
so. she is familiar with being away 
from the United St!ltes even though 
she confessed, "The whole idea of a 
year kind of seems a little bit long." , , 
After graduation Moran would ~ • 
. i( . \~; 
Your dentist 
savesxour 
· teeth. 
Hemayalso 
save your life. 
. Kennealy added, "The winner of 
the scholarship. if he or she accepts 
it, must forfeit a.ny other U.niv~r~ity 
sponsored scholarsh!p he or she.mi:ly 
hold." · · ··• 
See your dentist regu- . 
Iarly. 1t may save YQJ.,l~. ·: 
life. Cancer of the m.o.u,th __ 
kills about 8,000 A:m:er.:.:::.: 
icans each year::-wh<r:: 
might have been save(f:: 
. - through early detection::: 
and treatment. scES.e.e:~:, 
your dentist for a.:.com;:::; 
plete oral checkup~:"i!e'g,;;:.:. 
ula·rly. . ~:.:.~.~.·.· ; .· .. ~~.;,:.· American :: ·:~· :~?: 
Cancer Society:_ . :.:. 
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A Month in. the Country 
. . ; . 
Treat of period 010,Qance, delicate characteri~ation 
Playhouse in the Park's current 
production, Turgenev's A Month in 
the Country, is old-fashioned 
theatre, beautifully done. Few flaws 
were evident, even at a preview per-
formance. The play itself, however, 
is so low-key as to be rather bland. 
'i ' -~ ' ' ~ ~ \ ' l I ~ , 
:t1l1 ' Jt1 
:1·;;, ·'' ., ·" .. -
• '.!<; .4.ftf Pnth in the Country, set in the 
· 1, I~~~·$.; i:evolves around the wife of a 
1~wea!thy landowner, Natalia Petrov-
na. She feels keenly her fading 
youth, and falls immediately in love 
,:wit·h··her son's new tutor, the lively 
young · Beliaev, occasioning much 
pain to her ward Vera, who too loves 
Beliaev, ·and family friend Rakitin, 
who loves - Natalia but· contents 
himself 'with the' role of confidant. 
Everyone is·· very ·sensitive and 
honorable and reserved, sroradical-
ly witty, leading one to compare 
Turgenev with Henry James (who 
failed as a playwright, true, but his 
fiction adapts beautifully to screen). 
· · Superficially, 1 urgenev and 
·James are similar, but James is far 
meatier, wittier; and generally more, 
engrossing, .. granting : the om-
nipotence a writer has over fiction 
which is impossible in drama, where 
. all exposition -. must take place 
through dialogue. At any rate, the 
point is that A Month in the Country 
js not great art, although director 
.Michael Murray contends ·it is· a 
great play. It is very interesting as 
period societal/ psychological 
·drama, and Natalia·and Rakitin are 
fascinating·: ·individuals. However, 
the characters' responses to the 
situation are predictable and dated 
- they are pathetic rather than 
tragic or heroic, salvaging 
appearances rather than radically 
changing their lives or themselves. 
Characters making extreme 
responses better transcend time. 
Despite this, the Playhouse 
production is a fine one. It opens to 
the tinkling poignancy of a Chopin 
waltz, which recurs faintly in the 
background at appropriate 
moments. Joh·n Lee Beatty's sets are 
gracefully functional, restrainedly 
Russian. The lighting by Neil Peter 
Jampolis is extremely flattering, es-
pecially a nice leaf-dappled sunlight 
between scenes .. Natalia's costumes, 
by Elizabeth Covey, are absolutely 
gorgeous; everyone's clothing nicely 
suits the character, (except Rakitin, 
who must be impeccably tailored but 
sometimes is not). 
Overall, the acting is impressive, 
and of the school which demands 
constant ·attention to attitude and 
mannerism, rather than lengthy 
monologues, to create character. 
"·:· ......... ~Promotio.n. propaganda tries 
''''· to ·polish lackluster Star 
Since long before it was released, executive producer, and supplied her ·to see a real concert, provided just 
we've been told that A Star Is Born, own wardrobe. ·the right atmosphere, and helped 
which has been two years in the mak- The music in the film is by noted defray the costs of production which 
· ing, is one of the big movies of 1976, artists: Paul Williams, Leon Rus.,sell, eventually amounted to 6 million 
· maybe the decade. The main theme and Kenny Loggins. to name a few. dollars. 
1 
song, "Evergreen," is played on top- Streisand took her first piano and Kristofferson and Streisand do 
, · 40 radio stations. Buttons with pie- guitar lessons to lend authenticity to perform excellently. The music 
'·tures of the stars are distributed in her performance, even going so far (Streisand .wrote the theme· 
;department ·stores. The album was as to cut her fingernails to make ''Evergreen" herself, Paul Williams 
~pushed down everyone's throat as playing easier. . the lyrics) is excellent, though there's 
the ideal Christmas gift. The plot is ·simple and unsur- a little too much of it. Everything 
The result is that you go to see the prising. It inspires self-disgust. might have been perfect if you could 
movie with an attitude. Either you've. "How can I sit and watch this gar- escape the feeling that the deliberate 
fallen for all the box office bage? It's pointless," you tell box-office orientated, intends giving 
Paul Collins, especially, is quietly 
commanding as Rakitin, while Bren-
da Curtis flutters and starts in 
· Natalia Petrovna's incessant frustra-
tion. The two are so attractive, so 
strong, that they dominate the 
production - more so since Bradley 
Boyer is somewhat one-dimensional 
as Beliaev. One could understand an 
infatuation, but not a deep and 
abiding love which shatters lives. 
The supporting characters do so 
admirably, notably John Wylie as 
the gossipy local doctor Schpigelsky; 
his exaggerated Mid western twang is 
a clever substitute for a provincial 
Russian accent. 
In sum, A Month in the Country is 
a very neat, professional production. 
For sheer indulgence in period 
elegance and delicate characteriza-
. tion, it's a treat. The play runs 
through February 6. 
-Anita Buck 
yourself. The ploys used to catch 15-year-old, romantic girls exactly . 
propaganda and you just know it's one's ·emotions are romantic and what they want to see. ·Kris Kristofferson and Barbra Streisand in the much bal/yhoed, less 
going to be great, or you go with the Hollywood-ish. Making love under · Peg Connelly than spectacular remake of A Star is Born. smp~~n ili~ you~e bcingrip~d ilie~ks~iliem~dkofi~d~ert~ ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
: off,- but you want to see it anyway. romantic, but whataboutthecactus? ... ~ e r y 
The 1976 version of A Star Is Born The camera work and the gorgeous MEIR'S~~~li 1'A~ · V 
is the story of a hard rock star, John shots of Streisand and Kristofferson ~'Q. q~ 
in love with and marries a hard- _ perfectly nauseating. Someone 1111!1 ,,.j ant 
Norman Howard (Kris Krist.offer- beautifully clothed, riding across the ~ 
son), whose career is fading. He falls desert on their honeymoon is perfect ~ ~·of\ id 1· m· p 0 r t 
working star-on-the-rise, Esther very clever and tasteless must have ~ ~ •~.J t . · 
. Hoffman (Barbra Streisand), but thought of ways to exploit tender v... ~ 
. ·eventually his alcoholism and out- heartstrings. The audience at the .., ... ~Aitt\.1 g 
side pressures on the couple ruin screeninglattendedsensedthatthey .f'Jiu• mess a e 
their marriage and, his life. were being. exploited and people 
The story first came to the screen could be heard laughing during the N Q W Q PE N 
in 1931 as What Price Hollywood? final scene, which would have been 
directed by George Cukor. In 1937, the most. touching in the movie if it . ME IR'S STAGE 
David 0. Sefznick remade the film wasn't so overdone.· It is laughable . . ',, 
with Frederic March and Janet when all the people at one of Esther 
Uaynor, calling it A Star Is Born, Hoffman's· concerts light their I 00 R·· R'EST·Au R'ANT then in 1953 Cukor remade his matches in perfect unison, as a 
original film as a musical with Judy · tribute to Howard. 
Garland and James Mason. In these The backgrounds for the action - · READ f NG R 0 AD 
versions, the emphasis was on the Polly Platt takes the credit for this -
motion picture world.; are visually unappealing. Hot 2 DOORS SOUTH OF GALBRAITH ROAD 
. The. rock version of the story is . deserts, nightclubs and concert s ERV I N G 
dfrectecl by Frank Pierson, who scenes give the film its parched at- N Q W . 
wrot'e .. ,Dog Day Afternoon, Cat mosphere. The mob scenes at the COMPLETE BREAK.FAST LUNCH & DINNER 1Ja/lou.' ·and Cool Hand Luke, but concerts are immense, terrifying: . .-.. . . . . .. ·. . . · 
has never directed before. 1t was 10;000 people for a 10-hour ex- ALL OF o· u· R F·o· ODS ARE PRE. PARED F.ROM 
i 'producer Jon Peters' debut as well. If travaganza featuring Peter Framp- . · . . . . . . · . . 
'onefollowsthegossipcolumns,one ton,Santaria,CrahamCentralSta- FRESH NATURAL ING·REDIENTS AND ARE 
'knows he is Streisand's former hair- tion and the opportunity to be in A . . . ' 
··dresser;· has no previous film ex- Star Is 110;;,~ A Warner Brothers PRICED TO AOCQ.MMODATE A STUDENT'S· 
pcrience, but does have the advan- promot~~~-!~~t_e~-~ . '.'T~ey left. sun-
e":tiige-Ofliving with the star. One ca:n't'""" burned, stoned and musically 8 LJ D G ET• ~~help 'w(iridering how much he actual- satiated." This was Jon Pete~s· 
,;Jyc§~~!f~!lredtoStar.Streisandw~~- brainstorm - people actually pa_ld NEW YORK 'DELI SANDWICHES AND POP-
fl 
: ;_ F:rld•Y· J.nu1ry 14, 11177 
· ULAR MIDDLE.EASTERN DELICACIES SERV-
ED IN THE WARM ATMOSPHERE OF OUR 
NEWLY DECORATED DINING ROOM. 
. -DRAFT BEER - FINE WINES 
OPEN: 
7 a.m. •'till Midnight ~unday thru Thursday 
7 ·a.m. 'till 2:30 a.m~ Friday:~&.~·:Saturday 
·. TELEPHONE 821;.3654 
. f:aling- i:J · wonJer/uf al l~e Stage 
Our grectle6l p/ea:Jure · i:J in :Jerving 'lou . · ... 
;/Joor 
Xavier wrestlers place 3rd 
·in matct, ag~inst U.C., Akron· 
By TERI KRAEMER min. and 53 sec .. also in the second 
Sport• Editor round. 
Despite· placing third. the Xavier "This contract thing is just a joke 
wrestling team surprised Coach between meand the guys," explained 
Bergmari last Saturday, with two un- Carpenter, · "I could . never pin 
expected pins (or falls) over Akron, anyone, so I started saying it wasn't 
in a triangular match with U.C., at in my contract." 
the U.C. fieldhouse. Carpenter then revealed how he 
total of 19 poi'nls between three men, 
K.C.. D. Carpenter, and Pat. 
Mogavero. 
The seven points against U.C. 
were scored by D.Carpenter and Pat 
Mogavero. 
The individual weight class 
winners: 
Akron 
u.c. 
"It (the match) went just about as I lifted weights from five to seven in 
expected," commented Bergman the morning everyday the week 
afterwards. "but those two pins.... before "to get myself psyched up" for 
they were something." this, not counting the regular prac- · 
118- Leon Allen 
126- Ken Adkins 
134- Dan FiCkel 
142- Dexter Carpenter 
150- Mike Vogel 
Akron 
xavier 
Akron 
"Those tw.o pins" were executed tice sessions and running everyday" 
by Kevin (K.C.) Crahan and Dexter held by the coach. 
Carpenter i.n the 126 and 142 weight Xavier scored ~ix points from each 
classes. of these falls, but that wasn't enough 
After being pinned by U.C.'s Ken against Akron or U.C., and the final 
Adkins in the first round, K.C. scores were: Akron over X.U. 41 -
quickly put Dan Bricker. in a 12, U.C. over X.U. 43 - 7, and U.C. 
predicament after I minute and 52 over Akron 33 - 15. 
seconds of the second round, for his It is important to note that only 
first pin this year. six of the nine man team were able to 
"And you guys. thought I was wrestle due to injuries and illness. 
washed up," exclaimed Crahan after ·Jim ·Janning 'has .a sprained 
his triumphant walk from the mat to shoulder, Al Owens received six 
the bench. stitches in his left hand, and Paul 
158- Rick Mayer 
167- Dan Kunkel 
177- Otto. Liske 
. 190- Charles Schoen 
Heavy- Eric Prosky 
u.c. 
u.c. 
u.c. 
u.c. 
Akron. 
Traylng Sl•ll Photo by RICK BEAGLE 
Anywhere there is a cafeteria, the sport of traying is in winter vogue. 
Recent r.ecord snowfalls provided Muskies with ample opportunity to 
try this winter activity. 
Muskies pick up 3 over break, 
lose at Maryland ·tournament 
Crahan credits his pin to the Brizzalara has a virus. 
"psyching out" of his opponent by Thus, Xavier had to forfeit four of · By RON HARPER 
his loss in the first round. "I could see the ten weight cl~sses at six points New• Spoi1i Writer 
'ning edge. Sophomore, Steve Spivery had an 
excellent 'tournament, scoring 41 pts. 
. in the two games. the guy thought I'd be easy, and that apiece, and gave each opponent a . The Muskie round ballers hit a Jry 
makes me mad," continues the 126-. total of 24 points; . spot over the Christmas break. 
T~e Muskies now 5-3, entered the 
Maryland Invitational Tournament 
(MIT). An eager Tay Baker ball 
team was fired up, keeping the game 
close through out the early goings. 
Then size took its toll as the smaller 
Musketeers, were no match for .the 
Terps. The Muskies constant hustle 
gave the Muskies a respectable 84 -
74 loss io the 16th ranked Maryland 
team: 
pounder. . By subtracting these 24 points Starting on the good foot, the 
D. Carpenter won the 142 weight from the·final scores, U.C.'s lead is Muskies put Evansville.away 89 - 79 
class for Xavier and "broke his con- cut to 19 - 7, and Akron's 17 - 12. in the fieldhouse. Led by the hot 
tract" by pinning Mike Brink in.2 . The six a~tive wrestlers carried a shooting to.uch· of Dale.Haarman, 
There's no place like home, as the 
.Muskies returned to crush 
Campbellsville 82 - 56. The dis-
interest displayed by the fans, was 
also shown by the ballplayers. The 
much weaker Campbellsville team 
was absolutely a poor example of 
basketball talent. 
.. -------------------------. the Muskies pulled away from the 
TH E v ERON A F. A TH ER s ~:~~sville team .late in the second 
____ · However, things did not look so 
bright as X:U. finds a 'King' in A Religious Society . 
For the Foreign Miss.ions 
2104 St. Michail St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204((513) 921-1176 
We all know how to make love, but have you ever loved as a 
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold 
enough to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as 
a missionary? A Verona Father? 
For further information write: 
Fr. Ken 
2104 St.· Michael St. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204 
1-513-921-1176 
·-1.98"ANQ.~P 
OnSaieNOW! 
Book Store·.·- University Center 
. Come Early For Best Selection! · 
~lmlted T.lme • Limited Quantity 
'""l'· .. 
· Terinessee. The Vofonteers forlvard, 
Bernard King was a bit too much to 
handle when he connected for 32 pts. 
to lead the Vols to a 97 - 73 contest in 
Tennessee. Garry Whitfield said, 
"we weren't aggressive enough We 
gave away too many open shots." 
Whitfield led the Muskies with 22 pts. 
. At Butler, good things happed all 
the time. The Muskies rallied to an 
66 - 60 overtime victory; and broke 
the road -game jinx. Haarman took 
control as the Muskies staged a twcr· 
minute rally. The action goes, Wolf .. 
scores qn a layup while Haarman is. 
fouled on the same play. Dale adds 
two free throws, and connected for 
an eight foot jumper to tie ·the score. " 
Nick Daniels, McCoy.and Haarman 
hit key buckets to give X. U. the win-
In the second round of the MIT, 
the Muskies played catch-up ball to 
the Dukes of Dusquene. During the 
contest at 48 each with less than five 
minutes to play, the Muskies went 
down to defeat in an 86 - 80 loss. 
... 
Returning tci the .. road, the 
Muskies made a·run at the.Dayton 
Flyers. A see-saw battle at the late 
stage of the game the Muskies just 
could not hold on to· that vital 
statistic. The Flyers won this one 
What'• Happ~ning in aportll 
Bask el ball 
·Jan. IS (Sat.) Ashland_· Home (8:00) 
... 
Wrestling .. 
Jan. IS (Sat.) Franklin Away 
Invitational 
Girls Baskelball 
Jan. 14 (Fri.) Mt. St. Joe Home (7:00) 
.... 
Sugf/r 'n Spice 
Reading Road at \lictory Parkway 
. OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WE.EK 
FOR YOUR DINING· PLEASURE 
DELICIOUS.SAND.WICHES OR 
COMPLETE DINNERS 
DROP IN AFTER THE M.OVIE 
Q.8,\_AfT~R THAT LATE 
· '·-'cW}EEJ<t~_END DATE .. · · .. 
·· '.\.'. c :·r.:·.- ... 1~ ; . :·· 
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES. 
WHY NOT ENJOY A HELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST 
WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FHOM ALL ·xA VIEH DORMITOHIES. 
Xavier News · 
Aid appUcations available, 
students need to reapply peop' le 
to· obtain financial ass't . 
Ohio Instructional. Grant and 
!:JasiC Educational Opportunity 
Grant applications have arrived. All 
. the financial aid forms for the 1977-
78 academic year are now available 
in the Financial Aid Office. Students 
must reapply for assistance each 
year; the aid is not automatically 
renewed. This includes freshmen and 
sophomore Presidential Scholarship 
recipients who would. like to have 
their scholarship renewed next year. 
Every student who wishes to be con-
sidered for assistance by the Finan-
cial Aid Office must complete the 
Xavier aid ·application and the 
Financial Aid Form (FAF). the FAF 
is a new form that will be utilized in-
stead of the Parent's Confidential 
·Statement and the Student's Finan-
cial Statement. 
All students are encouraged to 
submit the FAF and the Xavier aid 
application before February I. The 
Xavier aid application and the 
Financial Aid Form should be 
received .in the Student Aid Office 
before July I, 1977 to he considered 
for the fall .semester assistance. In-
formation received ·after· this 
deadline will he handled in accor-
dance with the availability of funds. 
Any awards after this date may he 
for the second semester only. 
Dr. Linda Finke, the newest 
member of the Biology Department, 
has many interests outside the field 
Stall Pholo blf RICK BEAGLE 
college. as Dr. Finke ·took more 
science courses, her desire to make a 
citreer of it grew. She feels there is a 
lot of value in persuing science as she 
Bursar!s~-permit no·w 
needed tof'·,registration 
Biologist feels. 
subject enhances 
of biology. Although teaching her 
courses of Botany and Life In-
vestigation take up most of her time, 
there are many other ways in which 
she likes to express herself. 
appreCl•&tl•On A native Kentuckian. Dr. Finke 
graduated from Thomas More 
f t C It College and continued her education 0 CUrren ll Ure at Cornell University in lthica, New 
York. where she did graduate work. 
·said. "In modern times it is easier for 
a person who has training in science 
to be able to appreciate all aspects of 
current culture." Science is harder to 
get into; more aspects of literature 
can he appreciated. by those who 
aren't trained in it. 
Xavier was her choice for a 
teaching position because she likes 
t~e type of school: a small college 
with a liberal arts approach and a 
good location. Since it is a small 
school, she enjoys the opportunity to 
meet faculty from different fields. 
Dr. Finke likes Xavier, but wishes 
she had more time.to appreciate it. 
She would like to become more in-
volved in other activities, hut feels 
she must get settled into teaching 
first. 
A Bursar's permit will be required 
in the fi.ature for completion of 
registration. · · 
·· Mr. Irvin F. Beumer, Vice Presi-
dent, Business/ Finance and 
Treasurer, has announced that a very 
significant change has been made in 
the registration procedure beginning 
with the Spring Semester 1977 that 
will include the issuance of a Bursar's 
permit needed to complete registra-
tion. The Bursar's station will be 
moved forward in the registration 
,,,.,. procedure and a permit to complete· 
registration will be issued to the stu~ 
dent only after appropriate financial· 
arrangements have been completed. 
Without this permit. a student's 
registration wilr stop at that point, 
registration cards will not be 
accepted by the Registrar arid, 
therefore: the student cannot be 
assigned to classes or included on a 
class list. · 
In earlier registrations, students 
made payments only after registra-
tion cards were turned in and 
registration was substantially com-
pleted; 
· Based on the previously an-
nounced new payment policy, asap-
proved by the Board of Trustees, a 
Bursar's permit will be issued only if 
the following conditions are met. I) 
Any outstanding account must be 
paid in full. 2) All charges for the 
new semester are paid ilt full at 
registration. or 3) Payment is made 
on the deferred payment plan with a 
minimum down payment of at least 
I /3 of the total semester charges. 
The balance is payable in sixty (60) 
days, with a service charge of I% per 
month applied on unpaid balances 
over thirty (30) days old. 
The minimum down payment for 
a full-time. non-boarding student, 
for the Spring Semester 1977; will·be 
G . j" f'f' urc JIE? --
C)us1. )C ;11skv 
C~c ;11tc;1~s 
c1c:;c;c?~)ti11q 
stucients 
Cincinnati 
51 3-521-6869 
RESEARCH 
Thousands of Topics. 
Send for your up-to-date, 160· 
page, mail order catalog. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage anc! . 
handling. · 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11322 IDAHO AVE., I. 206 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(213) 477-8474 
Our research papers are sold ·tor 
research purposes only; 
Friday. January 14, 1977 
$350.00. A minimum down payment , 
for a full-time student with room and 
hoard will' he $600.00 
In the past •. some students have; re~ 
quested that bills for total charges be. 
sent to their parents. This arrange-
ment will continue. but only for the 
two thirds balance due. These 
students must be prepared to make a · 
minimum I/ 3 payment at registra-
tion in order to receive the registra-
tion permit. 
10% 
DISCOUNT TO 
STUDENTS 
. FACULTY AND 
ADM IN ISTRA TORS 
By MAKGO NOBIS 
New1 Sl•H Writer 
She also taught a lab course there 
along with some other teachers. 
While in lthica, she became in-
terested in liturgy and played the 
guitar at.Masses. Art, in the form of 
drawing and .,crafts, arc also among 
her various hobbies. New York was 
..._ _____ _. _____ special to Dr. Filtke mainly because 
of the seacoast, scenery, and 
accessibility to other big cities. 
Her interest in biology began in 
the high school dissectinl.! lah. In 
weRLDWIDE 
IMPORTED A·UTO PARTS. 
10% 
DISCOUNT TO 
STUDENTS· 
FACULTY AND 
ADMINISTRArORS 
WAREHOUSE 
132.6 TENNESSEE AVE. • BElWEEN READING FOREIGN CAR PARTS! Complete lines of imported Accessories 
KENWOOD STORE 
7791 MONTGOMERY RD. 
& PADDOCK RDS.·PARALLEL TO NORWD. LATERAL AT KENWOOD RD. 
242-1040 
BOTH LOCATIONS: 8:30 AM-6:00 PM SAT 'Tll 4 PM 
•ALFA• AUDI• AUSTIN-HEALEY• BMW• CAPRI• COLT• DATSUN 
• FIAT • HONDA • MAZDA • MERCEDES • MG 
891-2400 
• OPEL • PORSCHE • RENAULT 
•·SAAB • SUBARU • TOYOTA • TRIUMPH • VW • VOLVO-& All IMPORTS 
YOU KNOW ABOUT THE BIRDS.AND BEES 
NOW LEARN ABOUT CARATS AND QUALITY 
The size of a diamond is measured in carats. 
. But size doesn't always determine quality. 
The cut must be perfect to bring out the lights 
and fire of a diamond. The color must be white 
. to capture a rainbow of colors. You can depend 
on us to explain all tt'lese differences ••• 
before y.ou say "I do" to a diamond. 
.... , All diamond bridal sets 2o% off. 
~~~~~~T·: .>-J N!J~t~erid,f'sset shown $295 
~cv~~NTs with discount $ 235. 
DISCOUNT· 
TO ALL. 
XAVIER 
STUDENTS 
605 Race Street . 
c1nclnn111, Ohio 
tel: 621-0704 c 
fTALENT 
(/) SEAROH'77 z <I: a:: 
I We'd Like To Discover You! (J'J 
z Tech Interviews 1 :00, Auditions 2:00 
<I: 
u COLUMBUS AREA- SUN., FEB. 6 
~ SHERATON MOTOR INN NORTH <I: 
~ RT. 161/1·71- COLUMBUS 
I CINCINNATI AREA- MON .. FEB. _7 
(/) TERRACE HILTON a: 
w 15 W. SIXTH ST. -CINCINNATI 
>-
<I: INDIANAPOLIS AREA- TUES .. HB. 8 
_J 
0... STOUFFER'S INDIANAPOLIS INN 
0 2820 N. MERIOAN- INDIANAPOLIS 
"'."') 
z 
. SOUTH BEND AREA- WED.,'FEB. 9 <I: 
co SHERATON MOTOR INN I 423 N. MICHIGAN ST. - SOUTH BEND 
(/) 
I- ALSO AT CEDAR POINT u 
<I: SAT .. FEB. 5, SUN., FEB. 13 
>-~ FOR OTHER AUDITION SITES 
<I:. AND FURTHER INFORMATION u CONTACT w Q_· 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT DEPT. (/) 
I CEDAR POINT. INC. SANDUSKY. OHIO 44870 
419;626-0830 
(Open on!v Jo .r.eQiStered college students 
• . • I ._, ~ , :\ _, 11 • :· '• . • • 
. and graduatmg. t,:ugh .school seniors) 
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Reimbursement guidelines neede_d _for -activity· part.icipants 
Recently, the balance sheet for the Fall Fantasy dance was made 
public by tile· Student Government .financial Board, a~ a~e all their 
financial records. Even though a substantial profit was 10d1cated due 
to thorough planning and overwhelming student response, perusal of 
the record indieates two questionable expenditures. 
. . ; 
One item, amounting to $30, was for complimentary liquor given 
to the ticket sellers. A second item was for a fee paid to the dance 
manager albeit ticket taker, and amounted to $32. 
While gratui_tous· stipends may be dissonant with the concept of ex-
.. tracurricular activities,· they may, in select cases, be a justifiable 
meth<?d of recognition for outstanding service. . ... .. · · 
The immediate problem encountered here centers around the use 
of liquor and the direct payment of money as a means of recognition. 
Contingent difficulties include maintaining .a level of constancy in 
"paying" people i1;1volved in activities. If one or two· people are reim-
bursed for pedestrian effort, should not all involved in said activity 
also be reimbursed? · · 
Offurther interest is the fact that the initial Fall Fantasy proposal · 
· submitted to the Financial Board included no budget item pertaining. 
to payment for services. Mr. Thomas Callahan, chairman of the 
Board,·has indic~tedhe would have opposed, at that time, nofreim-
bursement, but the use of liquor and direct monetary compensation 
as the means. 
Though opposition toward any recompense; money, liquor, or 
otherwise may be a moot point, it is obvious reimbursement has, 
does, and will occur. What is at least necessary, therefore, are 
guidelines as to I) how much participation in an activity is necessary 
for reimbursement, 2) who may be reimbursed, and 3) by what mearis 
such people may be reimbursed. · 
The first two guidelines should evolve from, and be maintained, by 
either student government, the standing committee heads, or the ac-
tivities chairpersons. The third guideline, means of recompense, is 
under the jurisdiction of th~ Student Government Financial Board. 
This Board has voted unanimously, at its January 7 meeting, on 
two means of reimbursement for which student government money 
may be used. These include gift certificates for complimentary: 
dinners, or free admission to a future dance. They have also proposed 
that two volunteer couples be recruited to alternate taking tickets at a 
'T IJNIT' 7D 1£ SU'-1 M 
' 0HtJ, SINCtft ,111..iD l>CWlll TD 
tAlt"nl 'l'i' THC. ~. 'THE. 
P.r. ~FU SVlr HE "JHIS 
'?~--"£. 
, Secretary goofs, 
apologizes for 
misspelling 
Dear Residence Hall Students, 
I goofed! Sorry about misspelling 
pollution. I really feel, though, that 
"pollution" is 'ellish enough, don't 
you? 
Kathleen McQuaide 
.~ecretary to 
Rod Shearer 
Interaction lost in 
relocation of TV 
Dear Editor, 
I am more or less your're average 
dormic. And quite often l have gone 
over to the University Center lobby 
and watched television. The lobby, 
with the tube, has a special at-
mosphere. sometimes quiet, 
sometimes rowdy, always easygoing 
and friendly. l have met a lot of peo-
ple sitting there watching the tube, 
two guys from Lockland, three girls 
from Fort Mitchell, two more from 
Greenhills, and two other guys from 
Madeira. These were really good 
A <JtN.v-111t. Glot61A 
'PEANUT "~I '1bTTED 
IN HOMCTOIA)N .SOI&.., 
people, all of whom I would never 
have met if it had not been for .the 
T. V. being in the lobby. With the 
presence of the television, everyone 
has an excuse for being there, and so 
socializing occurs in a more relaxed 
atmosphere. But most of these peo-
ple will not go down to the ·Hearth 
Room; it is not casual or convenient 
enough. The lobby was ideal for peo-
ple who wanted to wait for a ride, a 
friend, or watching people go by dur-
ing commercials. I think- we should 
encourage dorm and commuter 
students to watch T. V. or shoot the 
· breeze together at a mutually con-
venient place. A lobby with trash 
cans, pick up litter signs, and televi-
sion seems far better to me than a 
lobby vacant and sterile. Please 
bring it back. 
hank X. Bujold 
Support sought 
for corrections 
change 
"Peace He Unto You ... 
May we please introduce 
ourselves ... we represent a group of 
prisoners, at the Southern Ohio Cor-
rectional Faciltiy, Lucasville, Ohio. 
We are currently struggling~to place 
an Initiative Proposal on the ballot 
dance, so as to avoid the need for "hiring" a ticket taker for t~e entire 
evening, · ..... , · 
The Financial Board has made an effort at proposing guidelines to 
control misappropriation of student money. Perhaps other student 
government leaders should follow their.lead, and initiate discussion 
on further· guidelines concerning recompense for. student activity. 
leaders. 
RJS 
Futuristic orientation 
t•••!f 
Man)' times, whcm students approach the administration with 
problems, or ideas for implementing necessary changes, the ad-
ministrators seem oblivious to the students needs or lnierests. Actual-
ly, this manuever could be-interpreted as the "ignore the problem and 
it will go ~way syndrome" ... or, the evolution ofstudent goals and in~ 
terests remains somewhat disparate from year to year, so ignore it this 
year, and it won't come back next year. . . 
. For the most part, the administrators.have an advantage with this 
realization, mainly because it is valid. The organizational structure 
of government, committees of import, or even the newspaper provide 
for no smooth transitions carrying student directives and goals from 
year to year. · 
A system needs to be established in major student organizations 
where underclassmen are brought into the structure, and relied upon 
to help formulate objectives. Therefore, as the years go by, and power 
shifts, these objectives can be more easily transferred. 
This does not mean that the underclassmen in the various 
organizations are necessarily tagged for presidencies or 
chairmenships, rather, it creates a mechariism for maintaining con~ 
tinuity of established goals; 
. -
The administrators will squawk "idealist", and maybe so, unless 
the ideal is grasped and digested, only · to be regurgitated as a 
pragmatic workable system which should be implemented as soon as 
possible. · · 
A · LIST" OF PloMISl.S 71) 
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for the next election in Ohio. 
The ballot proposal in questipn is 
premised upon the abolishment of 
the Ohio Adult Parole Authority, 
and the lndetermina.te Sentence 
Structure. The recidivist rate, in 
Ohio, documents beyond doubt that 
the current parole system being used 
is counter-productive and ill in func-
tion to the best interest of the citizens 
of Ohio. Too, under the present in• 
determinate sentence structure;·· no 
meaningful . incentives whatsoever 
are provided for prisoners· :to em-
brace the concepts ·of self-
rehabilitation. The proposal, ·which 
we will. bring directly before the. 
voters of Ohio, is patterned after the 
most progressive thought in modern 
penology, namely the-federal system 
as well as the system being used in 
the States of California and Indiana. · 
Needless to say, placing an in-
itiative ·on ballot is no easy.task. 
·'Hbwevei·, we a:rc ofithe firm belief 
'that 'WC ca1nicct}mplish such an un-
. dertitking. The pop\jlation of the 
Ohio penal system is upwards of 13,-
000 prisoners. Wecompuie 13,000to 
read a block of- 50"to75 thousand 
signatures, from ·.our .immediate 
families and frie.nds. Stilt in need of 
25-to40 thousand 'signatures,· from 
registered vote'rs', wb arc seeking help . 
RJS 
11H€¥ Fll11lll, 1'F' ZT 
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and support from any interested in-
dividuals or groups. 
For further information, we can 
be contacted at the below listed ad-
dress .. 
Richard X. Armstrong #140-546 
Joseph L. Burnett #137-152 
P.O. Box 787 
Lucas ville, Ohio· 45648 
Library staff: 
what about finals? 
The library. is the only pra~ical 
place' to study on campus. The l!lst 
two weeks before semester break arc 
generally the most difficult of t}1~ 
all: :Vet, the library closed two ho~rs 
early on Sunday, and nine hours ear-
ly on Monday. I realize that the 
weather was bad and that Classes 
were called off on Monday, but that 
does not mean that -all studying 
ceases. The cafeteria was· able to 
operate with >a skeleton crew, why 
not the library'! A floor or two could 
have been closed (lights turned off) 
and the other(s) would have beef) 
enough . to accomodate the struggl-
ing ·student. The library staff should 
remember that 'they arc, or should 
be, here te> benefifthe·students, not 
at their owri convenience. 
Frank Bujold 
' • Xavier New• 
Perils· of the .Pit: II 
or 
Watch the birdie 
By Tom Flynn · 
Al1oclete EdHor 
I can't wait to get out or here. -Maureen 
Dopf 
The reader is hereby. warned that this 
column will be unlike anything of mine 
hei she/ it has ever experienced. True, I've 
beeri · negative before. I've been cruel and 
bitter. I've looked at silver linings and seen the 
dark clouds outside. But even I have never, in 
my wildest excesses of bile and venom, dared 
to baldly declare: "Xavier is for the birds." 
"' Photo bJ RICK BIAOLE, Mid lplclel 
ellec:ll bll TOii FLYNN 
Well, I'm declaring it now. Xavier is for the 
birds ... specifically, that brobdingnagian flock 
of feathered nasties based in the woods cast 
and north of the Pit. On certain days of the 
year they may be observed wheeling in the sky 
over Kuhlman Hall, doing their imitation of a 
total solar eclipse. And any night, you can 
hear them, in their thousands in the trees to the 
·east, chirping their lungs out and making 
freshmen think ·Xaver's been sold to Alfred 
Hitchcock. 
abberations roost in the trees below the pit at 
night. They hunt for food each day, all .over 
Hamilton County; and each night, every starl-
ing,grackle,and cowbird in Greater Cincinnati 
comes here to sack out. You see, we have the 
only roost of its kind.in the entire county. 
They steal eggs from robins and holes from 
woodpeckers. And as ihheirspot in the Social 
Register is.yet insecure, they carry diseases -
notably encephalities, which they transmit to . 
humans through mosquitoes. 
people who can't bear to see any living thing 
die," Wiseman said. "Don't blame the 
ecologists. Ecologists know better. The dumb 
·starlings don't need protection - other birds 
need it. Robins, cardinals, woodpeckers ... all 
the native birds - the ones you want to see -
are being driven out." 
The seasoned Muskie, of course, has 
acclimate.d to life with an aviary a cape/la 
ensemble. Some of us, myself included, even 
gro.ove on the background music whilst 
journeying to and from our cars: it beats carry-
ing a radio, and you never. need batteries. 
Others tolerate the-late-night warble-fests as 
long as the birds remain good neighbors in 
other, moreeffluvient respects. And fewer cars 
- or commuters - receive complimentary 
paint jobs than one might expect. 
. I 
So how about our birdly brethren? Are they 
colorful· cardinals? Beautiful bluejays'! Win-
some woodpeckers? Not hardly, says Art 
Wiseman, · Ornithology Curator of the 
Museum of Natural History. (The above 
means he knows a lot about birds.) 
In fact, our noisy neighbors are mostly 
starlings - a species shoe members are best 
known for their astonishing ability to fly en 
masse into the engines of jets in flight. Also 
present are grackles and cowbirds. Ecologists 
have a generic term for these species: "pests." 
Largely non-migratory, these audubonic 
Luc~y us. 
It gets better .. Care to guess how many birds 
that roost contains on a given riight? Wiseman 
says, "A hundred thousand is pretty conser-
vative." 
That's a.lot of pest~; especially in light ·of a· 
recent "bird count" taken in Hamilton Coun-
ty. Two "average" fifteen-square-mile areas 
were exhaustively catalogued by audubons 
this Christmas - neither area including the 
Muskie Tech Grackle Ghetto. Their (igures 
would indicate that about 138,000 birds of all 
spedes are wintering in Hamilton County. 
In other words.· the wood around the Pit 
contains almost as many birds as there.are in 
the remaining four hundred and twelve square 
miles of Hamilton County. ·And these babies 
are anything but good neighbors. Imported 
from. England in the 19th Century, starlings 
and their kin thrived in America, immediately 
undertaking a bold program to evict every 
other known species of bird from the conti-
nent. They eat anything, from raw meat to the 
young of other birds. They foul cattle feed. 
How to get rid of them? Very carefully, 
Wiseman suggests, while keeping firmly in 
. mind that whatever you try probably won't 
work. Electronic alarm noises have been used 
tci little effect. Wetting agents, which rob the 
feathers of insulating oil, guarantee a sure kill 
as the temperature drops, but a few always es-
cape. And shotguns'? Forget it! 
Without shotguns. our starlings would be 
elsewhere: mainly downtown Cincinnati, 
where they jint settled on their arrival in .the 
Queen City. iJuring the early '60's the city was 
treated to the. dubious spectacle of bankers 
and executives, arming themselves with 
shotguns and taking to the rooftops, and the 
starlings finally got the message. They aban-
doned downtown Cincinnati, and the rest is 
·history, "You're lucky enough to have them 
now," Wiseman chuckles. 
Anyway, even shotguns are out today -.as 
is anything else that poses any meaningful 
danger to the little pests. It seems our Federal 
Government has seen fit to protect them, rul-. 
ing that one may kill no more starlings than 
the flock can reproduce in a year. "This was 
the work of little-old-lady pressure groups -
So far. Xavier and the starlings haven't 
come to blows, however, Business Manager 
Thomas Stadtmiller says, "It's never been 
brought to my attention, and I've been here 
seventeen years. Anyway, those woods are 
mostly Park Board property, so it's not my 
concern." 
Interestingly, when asked if the city had ever 
· taken much notice of a hundred thousand · 
starlings, grackles, and cowbirds on.its proper-
ty, the Park Board's Richard Molby said, "I 
don't know if it's ours ... People are always 'giv-
ing' us property that's not ours. I wonder if we 
could get a tax write-o_ff on any of it?" 
What of the fuiure'I Evidently, more of the 
same ... only more so. You see, the avian ex-
travaganza is spreading. "Branch roosts" of a 
few hundred birds are being reported for the 
first time in trees all along Ledgewood, even at 
the Link Complex. If this keeps up, one day 
nocturnal wanderers in the North Lot will en-
joy a new level.of luxury - if they don't get 
encephalitis first - starlings, in the trees to the 
east and in the trees to the west, chirping their 
lungs out. In stereo. 
Comm~ttee plans H~B scholarship ,merger 
F1lll~Y, ~anuary 14, 1971. ·. 
-· By R.J. Sl'EGMOVER . 
Edltor-ln-Chlel 
In past years, Xavier maintained a 
scholarship fund exclusively for 
students in. the Honors A.B. 
( H. A. 8.) program. Recently, 
however, the· University l:Judget 
Review Committee has recommend-
ed this fund be dissolved, and the 
money added to the general 
scholarship revenues. Scholarship 
money comes from private donors, 
as well as the university operating 
. budget.· 
· Rev. Francis Brennan, S.J., 
Academic Vice President, noted that 
the university is determined to main-
tain the scholarship commitments 
made in the past three to four years, 
considering the university as a whole 
rather than skewing money toward 
one select gr()up. "In fact,'~ he.noted, 
"the general scholarship funds have 
been increased : to meet these· prior 
comm.itrnents.'; ,. 
. Perhaps this move is indicative of 
a lessening interest in the HAB 
program. Needy HAB students 
would lack direct access to available 
monies. Not so. says Brennan, a 
Budget Review Committee member. 
He states that even though. less 
money is at the disposal of the HAD 
committee, he doesn't think it will be 
any more difficult for a student to get 
a seholarship for the HAD pro,1ram .. 
"The oniy difference," he added, 
"will be 'in the way the scholarships· 
are awarded." 
Of further concern, is the fact that 
the less money available to HAB's, 
less students will subject themselves 
to the rigors of such a program. The 
HAB students carry a heavy course 
~load of classics and philosophy, not 
to mention a smattering of english, 
sciences. and math. What is main-
. tained is basically the epitome ofthe 
liberal arts education. · 
Brennan sees a need for the HAD 
program in order to preserve 
Xavier's basic educational insights 
into the last quarter of the 20th cen-
tury. However, he scrutinizes the 
motives of those students in the 
program simply because of the 
scholarship money. · 
Though the· scholarship money is 
available to those students ex-
hibiting appropriate need, can a 
. program stressing philosophy and 
the classics, a curri".ulum interesting-
ly · appropria~e to Xavier, survive 
into the 21st century with the seem-
. ing shift of interest to the "practical" 
education? Apparently. it can. Ac-
cordi"g to Rene Durand, Director of 
Admissions, and recruiting engineer, 
over SO% of the· HAB graduates are 
now medical doctors, with a Sood 
number of . the others going to 
graduate or law school. 
Brennan, while realizing the 
limitations of finding a clientele for 
the rigorous HAB program, feels the 
·program should be further 
developed because of its uniqueness 
to Xavier. He thinks that with well 
planned recruiting at select high 
schools. a reasonable number of 
students can be found for' the HAit 
program. perhaps more than in the 
past. 
Brennan admitted that : the 
program is necessarily small; and1ul-
timately costs the school ·money, 
however. he stressed the need for 
such a program. Durand added. ·~tf 
Xavier were strictly a business. the 
H/\B program would probably go." 
Evident Iv. Xavier as an educational 
inst.it.ti'iion can. justify the 
nrnintenanr:1• nf such a program. In 
fact, Durand has indicated the im-
plementation of new recruiting 
techniques to expose the HAB 
program to more prospective high-
calibre students. He would like to see 
about 20 students entering the 
program every year. "I believe 
strongly in· the HAD program, but 
don't feel that in the past it was 
marketed as it could have been;" 
Durand added. 
In past years, the HAB program 
did its own recruiting, without the 
aid of the admissions department . 
This year, and in the future, those 
people on the HAD committee still 
.traveled to prospective high schools 
to talk about the program, but these 
visits were closely coordinated with 
admissions department visits, unlike. 
in the past. Also. according to 
Durand. his depar'tment has become 
more sensitive to indications of in-
;terest In the HAB program ·by 
prospective students. Furthermore, 
recruiting is directed toward high 
schools still re4uiring Latin, schools 
with a strong classics base, or those 
schools graduating. students 
previously matriculating in the HAB 
program. 
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The Back Page 1s a free classified section 
vailable to students, faculty, and staff of 
av1er University. Ads should not exceed 
wenty words and must be submitted in 
riling to the News office c/o The Back 
age no later than the Sunday preceding 
ublication. Sorry, no ad will be repeated 
nless resubmitted. 
Rcn11: Where did you get those snuggies'! 
M H. M H: Has the pool frol<n over yet'! 
Hmmmm, a black jumprope for a black elf. 
H.H:WillWill'? 
.Cody: We like the Klingon look 
Like to bowl'! Sec Graffiti, page 2. 
Merry io, Phil, and Chuck: Afler today you'll be 
known as the black I< blue J'hursdays. 
JAS.J. Congratulations. You have broken the Buffalo 
syndrome. 
Ronald S.: Huffalo is not Cincinnati, so bite a big rock. 
Tony B .. Wc're not having any fun. M.H. 
For the 8th consecutive time there will be no meeting of 
the Marion Hall Advisory Board. 
Mary M. What took a beating? 
Matt wants to. but he can'I. Nol to Kevin. 
The tenants request an audience with the absentee 
landlord: the overseer is completely out of hand. 
Chuck: Physiology is not the be all and end alt of e•-
istence at Xavier. 
Joe doesn't even want to. 
Need reckless driving leswns'! Call Julie. 
Sleep cheap motel ha; a vacancy. Call 3174. Donut 
Dave, Proprietor. 
H<:nc a nice trip. 
Some physiology profcs!'lms around here don't believe 
there is such a thing as a social hfo. 
Pig-Eyes? 
-Pre Mcdies: Nobody s:iid hk \\:I!-. ca!-.y. l'. 
FPOD· chT na1hcalappA laicoS ccllsuJ ccltimmoC 
rt:vcn .spc_cls ___________ _ 
I called 3744 :ind I didn'1 gel lucky. \\'hat's all thi: cx-
cllcmcnt ahout'1 --·MQ 
Housing st:1ff hcward . .Joe moty be t..ling1cr. hut Mel 
counts. 
Boss - l'm ~cuing cold. Better buy me some new part~. 
-·1899AG 
When I came lo Xavier, I ex peeled the Beethoven's 9th 
of colleges. 
I got PDQ llach 
18Q9AG- You're not getting older. You're getting 
newer ... on the a\crage. -F.MO 
Close your eyes and you won't nolice a lot of problems 
around here. Then again, you'll walk inloa lot of walls. 
FPOD: annaW cdart? srac eniM si, reinans tuh sruoy 
repachc ol. nrntniam -FMO 
Tll: Since I'm unemployed, could you help me out? For 
H clams an hour. I take a mean ticket. -Sparky 
ED: I miss your cheerful smile, your battered body. 
your simple inner being. and most of all, your ability to 
keep going when ¥_o_u.::.ge_t..::g_oi-'ng=-·-----~ 
-SoundS almost like Fpod. but her mustache 1s cul~r. 
Free at lasl. free at last, thank God almighty I'm fret! at 
last! -January grad 
ROD: We .know what happened, you ~now what 
happened. for a small fee we'll lc1 everybody dsc heh eve 
It was the way you said 11 wasKJW 
NO FOLKS, the drop the ball team has not been 
dropped, it as just in extensive practice session. 
MOOSE, I miss you, come back soon. 
MIKEY: grow up 
MARTY: How was the gir ... t ntcan Dayton'! 
Jlf[tJaM 
MU5f FIRSf BECOM!:. FOLLOWE~~. 
. BECOME A L.EAt>ER BY 
FOLL.OWING- JE.5US CHRISi 
AS A PRIEST, SISiER OR BROTHER 
CONTACT: VOCATION OFFICE · 
54-40 MOELLER AVE.• ROOM b17 
C./NCINNAil, OHIO 45Z/:t • 63/-0777 
TO FIND OIJf µow . .. - ....... ~ ... 
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 Montgomery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
531 5500 
10% OFF 
on all service and parts to 
X.U. students and faculty 
with identification cards. 
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Weekend courses planned, Including ••• 
The first ".Weekend College" in 
the Midwest is about to start its se-
cond semester on Feb. 5, 1977 at 
Xavier. 
"There are several reasons why we 
are offering this new weekend 
schedule of classes: First, we wanted 
to do all we could. to make classes 
available to people when they had 
time to attend them. Nobody was 
offering classes on weekend after-
noons and we thought we would 
provide some courses and see what 
the response would be. It has been 
encouraging. The second reason, of 
course, is to make the most efficient 
use of our facilities. Our classrooms 
are idle on Saturday and Sunday 
afternoons and it makes sense to use 
them for the purpose for which they 
~were built as long as there are people 
who want to attend classes. I see an 
enlargement of this weekend 
program as more people become 
aware of the opportunity they have 
to enjoy learning in their leisure 
time. I think this program will cer-
tainly be expanded in the Fall of 
1977." 
Xavier's College of Continuing 
Education. is an expansion· of the 
Evening College. The philosophy of 
offering classes for working people 
· who could not attend during normal 
daytime class hours is almost as old 
as the university itself. On March I, -
1841 the first night school classes at 
the college were held in German and 
in bookkeeping. 
Further information on courses, 
times and costs may be obtained by 
contacting the College of Con-
tinuing Education, Xavier Universi- . 
ty45207, or bycalling5 l~/745-3355. 
The "Weekend College" -is that 
part of the College of Continuing . 
Education which offers classes· on 
weekend afternoons. Now students 
have the opportunity to attend 
classes on Saturday and Sunday 
afternoon from 1-4. In addition, a 
few classes are also being offered on 
Friday evenings. Prior to this fall 
only in rare instances and never on a 
regular basis were classes offered on 
Friday evenings or Saturday and 
Sunday afternoons. 
"We have started small, in a low-
key way," said Dr. Robert Helmes, 
dean of the College of Contim,1ing 
Small Bu$iness. Management 
Education. "We have two classes in For the first time a course in Smail 
business on Saturday afternoon, one Business Management will be 
in management and one in data . offered at Xavier University for un-
processing, and four classes on Sun- dergraduate credit. The course will 
day afternoon, two of them in be offered as part of the "Weekend 
languages, one in psychology and a College" program on Sunday after-
new course in small business noons from 1:15-4:30 PM. It is 
management. And we have one class offered for three credit hours-. The 
in real estate law on Friday evenings. class will meet on I 2 consecutive 
These are in addition to the 21 Sundays beginning February 6, 
classes we have on Saturday mor- 1977. 
nings and. th'e 115 ·classes we have _ . · . . .. 
during the evenings Monday fhts course will be of special m-
through Thursday. - · terest to owners and managers of 
small companies, and will emphasize 
principles of management, strategy 
formulation, consumerism, en-
vironmentalism, and recent legisla-
tion on discrimination and safety as 
they relate to actual business 
situations. The course content is 
designed to develop understandiQg 
of business and managerial func-
tions and the environments withiri 
which small business enterprises 
·must function in today's economy, 
using case studies. 
Professor Clifford). Stone MBA. 
a public accountant and small 
business. man, will conduct the 
course. He has taught management 
and accounting in area colleges for 
the past 20 years and has been in-
volved in small business operations 
for over 30 years. -
More information on the course in 
Small Business Management and 
other courses offered in the evenings 
and on weekends can be obtained by 
calling the Continuing Education of-
fice at 745-3355. 
X•vler New• 
